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THE PROBLEMS OF THE SYSTEM OF COST ACCOUNTING
IN BANKS OF THE SECOND LEVEL
Abstract. As you know, the role of the banking sector is great. In modern conditions of financial market
development, banks are the main source of financing for various sectors of the economy, such as industry, trade,
agriculture, etc., and also have a great importance in protecting the country from financial crises. On this basis, the
need to apply a cost accounting system in such a vital sector is important, in order to control costs, measure the costs
of various processes and provide the necessary analytical and detailed data based on scientific standards to make
informed decisions.
The article discusses the role and importance of the formation of an effective cost accounting system in banks,
as well as the problems of calculating the costs of banking operations in Kazakhstan.
Keywords: cost accounting in banks, cost calculation, bank accounting, direct and indirect costs.

Introduction. Accounting reform ensured the adequacy of the accounting system of Kazakhstan to
the requirements and characteristics of a market economy, allowed to form a new conceptual apparatus
corresponding to the current level of development of accounting science and world trends [1]. Nowadays
banks need the cost accounting system for making important decisions, since cost accounting system has
direct influense on bank profitability, also on its ability to quick adaptation to changing market conditions,
in order to save competitive positions. Moreover, the data provided by cost accounting system is important
for making decisions on the cost of banking products, establishment of budgets and cost reduction [2]. All
this indicates importance of cost accounting system in banks, especially in making various decisions, in
particular, such as the prices of bank operations.
Despite the importance of cost accounting system in banks, for today in Kazakhstan it had not had
adequatee development. As a rule, in Kazakhstan, accounting standards that are established by banking
system regulators, traditionally makes starting point helping banks to form their accounting policies. At
the same time, internal features of banking products and process of their formation create difficulties of
application of traditional cost accounting system in banks. These causes range of problems for banks when
forming cost accounting system. First, banks speak as the main financial intermediaries at the market that
complicates traditional cost accounting. Secondly, capital redistribution which is carried out as a result of
fundraising and its further transformation in certain banking products, such as credits, securities, etc.,
creates problem of determination of results and costs. Thirdly, it is a syndrome of constant expenses and
limit income, complexity of distribution of indirect costs on cost objects.
In the meantime, development of banking system of Kazakhstan, information technologies, increased
competition led to the corresponding high-quality changes in cost accounting system of banks. In
particular, as a result of rising competition in the banking sphere and margin reductions banks had to
attach the increasing importance to planning and control of their non-financial costs. Development of IT
technologies led to application of various software on cost accounting in banks. However, despite it, the
problem of formation of effective cost accounting system remains unresolved. In addition, accounting is
important for making effective management decisions [3].
Literature review. In world financial literature there are many researches concerning essence and
need of cost accounting system in banks. For example, Ahmed, N.R. notes need of studying of pricing on
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banking services, which has the specific features in view of the fact that banks produce nothing and
pricing very strongly depends on a human factor [4]. Bhasin M.L. writes that practice of cost accounting is
always deliberate attempt to get unjustified advantage to accountants and managers of banks [5].
Ability to develop banking products (services) with the minimum costs and to reach savings in this
process plays a key role to define, how successfully banks will function [6].
Choice of calculation system and its project is crucial for bank, since if cost calculation provides
information on inexact costs of bank, then the management can make incorrect and inefficient decisions
[7]. Such decision depends on various contextual, organizational and cultural factors and it is especially
important concerning banks, as their cost structure generally consists of indirect costs [8].
The content and structure of costs influences the order of calculation accounting of products, the
system of planned calculations and characteristic of the obtained data on prime cost of a banking product
[9].
As mentioned, importance of the banking sphere in economy is huge. The banking sphere and level of
its development reflects the level of economy health. Banks contribute to the development of production
processes, distribution, exchange and consumption, allowing economy to develop and grow [10].
Therefore if banks do not create the effective system of cost calculation, these could cause wrong
decisions that will lead to negative consequences for economy. If the bank has no effective cost
accounting system, the data provided by such system can be inexact. For example, data on profitability of
certain banking product can be incorrect that can lead bank to choose the wrong set of profitable products.
This, in turn, can lead banks to overrate the credits and, as a result, will lose potential profitable clients.
Therefore, it will cause damage to economic development of the country.
Evaluation and measurement of using money is complexity of cost accounting system in banks. For
example, industrial companies create certain tangible product, which is easy to identify and estimate its
costs, but banking services are non-material and estimation of their cost is rather problematic [11].
Besides, if some divisions of bank carry out one or two bank operations, then others carry out much more,
and this complicates the way of defining of the extra charge added to operations by each department
before the service reaches the client. Moreover, it is difficult to bank to define specific goals of use of the
most part of the money [12]. Deposits have several types, some of them connected with date, savings or
current account, and each has an interest rate. The prices of each type can also differ from time to time and
from client to client. Besides, there is a difference in the cost of the credits as sources of their financing are
various. Thus, bank management has to be completely informed on cost details because of their influence
on profit calculation for evaluation of prices and marketing strategy.
Results. Calculation of bank operations is decisive factor of bank profitability and its ability to adapt
to the market. The cost of definite bank operation also depends on structure of the market in general and
on the competition in providing certain services, in particular. Importance of decision on prices of banking
services increases in connection with modern achievements in bank operations, on the one hand, and
fierce competition between banks and other non-bank financial institutions, on the another hand.
Thus, based on the previously mentioned it is possible to mark out some characteristic features of
banking business, which affect cost structure and their calculation system (figure 1).
As far as we can see, the considerable weight of indirect costs in relation to cost objects, that
complicates their tracking in the relation the cost of objects, is the most relevant factor affecting
applicability of various cost systems in banking institutions. In the same way, considering that the most
part of the operations, which are carried out by banking institutions, has the repeating character and is
subject to standardization, it gives the chance to consider a question of calculation of costs of these
operations and their distribution by cost objects, and also to enter use of standard costs as the instrument
of planning and control.
Classification of non-financial expenses of banking institutions can be useful when studying
applicability of various cost systems to banks. In this case, the difference between transformational and
overhead costs is the most important. Transformational costs are costs, which are generated in profit
centers and in operating activities while overhead cost are the cost of the centers of the general service.
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Figure 2 - Syystem of full co
ost accounting
Note: maade on the basiss of a source [133]
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Considering the above, it is possible to draw a conclusion that application of any of the traditional
systems of accounting leads to a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, when choosing a system of partial
costs and considering only direct costs on final cost objects, there is a situation when only direct costs can
be carried to cost objects, whereas the others which are indirect are not considered on the centers of
responsibility, products or clients.
On the other hand, when choosing a system of overall cost, it is possible to face a number of
restrictions. Many authors considering systems of cost accounting in banks claim that the traditional
systems of accounting applied in the bank sphere assume that influence of indirect costs is ignored, despite
the fact that what variety of operations and what difficult impact are had on indirect costs [14], [15].
Besides, as banking institutions develop new banking products for the purpose of the satisfaction of
new competitive requirements, the specific weight of indirect costs in their structure increases as costs of
market researches, marketing, introduction of new products, automation of transactions, new technologies,
etc. obviously grow. Besides, the number of the factors influencing costs which were used for reference of
indirect costs of cost objects are not enough, that complicates identification of differences between
accounting of various services in bank. Therefore, it is almost impossible to trace costs, and it complicates
their accounting and improvement of their management. Thus, the system of full costs, which distributes
indirect costs on several categories on the basis of business volume can be acceptable in the industries
where the share of indirect costs is rather small, and the volume of services is rather uniform. However it
is not applicable for the companies with several non-uniform products which are difficult for measuring
and which have high percent of indirect expenses. It, first of all, belongs to banks.
As it was already mentioned above, traditional allocation of costs is often based on the volume, such
as quantity of the made products, the number of working hours, the number of production machine hours,
etc. In banks especially in the conditions of globalization and development of the new directions of
operations, available the total or indirect costs which are not caused by the output. As a result, traditional
allocation of costs in banks has to be based on something another, but not on root causes of costs.
Considerable part of overhead costs even on production can be not caused by production machine
hours, but overhead costs are distributed with use of these hours. For example, some products of the
producer with a small volume can demand significant technical changes, additional checks, frequent
installations of the machine with unusually short production cycles, special processing, additional storage
and so on. Distribution of these special costs on all products on the basis of the number of production
machine hours (instead of distribution of these costs on the basis of their main reasons) will lead to the
fact that separate costs of a product will be inexact and misleading. In banks such problem is especially
relevant as by the nature banks do not make material products per se, and carry out the customer service
called by banking products. Services sector cannot be subordinated to the traditional scheme of cost
accounting, it just becomes impossible.
In banks now the traditional system of accounting applies indirect cost to products on the basis of in
advance certain rate of overhead costs. The traditional system of accounting considers overhead costs as a
uniform pool of indirect expenses. Traditional accounting is optimum when indirect costs are lower, than
straight lines. Thus, modern traditional process of cost calculation in banks consists of several stages:
1. definition of indirect expenses;
2. assessment of indirect expenses for the corresponding period (month, quarter, year);
3. the choice of a factor with relationship of cause and effect with the cost (working hours, machine
hours);
4. factor sum assessment for the corresponding period (the number of working hours a quarter, etc.);
5. calculation of in advance defined norm of overhead costs (a rate of overhead costs);
6. distribution of overhead costs of products of bank with use of the rate of overhead costs defined
earlier.
The rate of overhead costs is estimated as follows:

Ov - calculated overhead costs; Ces – the rated sum of a factor influencing cost.
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For example, at the sum of overhead costs of 500 thousand tenges and 12 thousand working hours the
rate of overhead costs is equal to:
500
12

41,67

Discussion. Thus, in spite of the fact that the traditional systems of cost calculation used in banks
today are simpler in fact and more simply in implementation, such cost calculation is not absolutely exact
and can lead to considerable understating and overestimate of costs.
As a result it is possible to note existence of problems in a system of cost accounting in banks. First,
the traditional system of cost accounting creates the inadequate database. As forming of costs of future
period is based on costs of the last periods "corrected" on inflation and an exchange rate, thus the created
budgets bear in themselves errors of last years which have property to collect.
Secondly, absence in banks of a comprehensive system of cost accounting. Each bank operation is
unique on the, however, the traditional system of cost accounting does not consider feature of each bank
operation. Even banks experience difficulties with information processing about clients in intra bank
processes that is necessary for meeting requirements of each department. At the same time, if the client
manages several accounts in several banks, discrepancies grow even more.
Thirdly, banks do not make material products. There are difficulties of accounting of overhead costs.
The traditional system just transfers these costs of the total amount of bank costs. As a result, there is no
cost accounting of separate bank operations that does not allow to reveal unprofitable and profitable
services of bank.
Fourthly, with growth of IT technologies also overhead costs of banks increase, and traditional
approach does not allow to consider them rationally.
Thus, now there was an urgent need of search of the most adequate method of the cost accounting
allowing it is not just rational to distribute costs of banking services, but also to create cost value of each
separate bank operation.
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ЕКІНШІ ДЕҢГЕЙДЕГІ БАНКТЕРДЕГІ ШЫҒЫНДАРДЫ
ЕСЕПКЕ АЛУ ЖҮЙЕСІНІҢ МƏСЕЛЕЛЕРІ
Аннотация. Банк секторының рөлі зор екені белгілі.. Қаржылық нарықты дамытудың заманауи
жағдайында банктер, өнеркəсіп, сауда, ауыл шаруашылығы жəне т.б. сияқты экономиканың əртүрлі
секторларын қаржыландырудың негізгі көзі болып табылады, сол сияқты, елді қаржылық дағдарыстан
қорғауда үлкен маңызға ие. Осыған орай, шығындарды бақылау, шығындарды бақылау, əртүрлі үрдістердің
шығындарын өлшеу жəне нақты шешімдерді қабылдауға арналған ғылыми стандарттарға негізделген қажетті
талдамалық жəне толық, жан-жақты деректерді ұсыну үшін осындай маңызды сектордағы шығындар
есебінің жүйесін қолданудың қажеттілігі артып отыр.
Мақалада банктердегі шығындарды есепке алудың тиімді жүйесін қалыптастырудың рөлі мен маңызы,
сондай-ақ Қазақстандағы банк операциялары бойынша шығындарды калькуляциялау мəселелері
қарастырылған.
Түйін сөздер: банктердегі шығындар есебі, шығындарды калькуляциялау, банктік есеп, тікелей жəне
жанама шығындар.
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ПРОБЛЕМЫ СИСТЕМЫ УЧЕТА ЗАТРАТ
В БАНКАХ ВТОРОГО УРОВНЯ
Аннотация. Как известно, роль банковского сектора велика. В современных условиях развития
финансового рынка банки являются основным источником финансирования различных секторов экономики,
таких как промышленность, торговля, сельское хозяйство и др., а также несут большую значимость в защите
страны от финансовых кризисов. Исходя из этого, большое значение приобретает необходимость
применения системы учета затрат в таком жизненно важном секторе, чтобы контролировать затраты,
измерять стоимость различных процессов и предоставлять необходимые аналитические и подробные данные
на основе научных стандартов для принятия обоснованных решений.
В статье рассмотрены роль и значение формирования эффективной системы учета затрат в банках, а
также проблемы калькулирования затрат по банковским операциям в Казахстане.
Ключевые слова: учет затрат в банках, калькулирование затрат, банковский учет, прямые и косвенные
затраты.
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